
BEFORE 
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
North Coast Gas Transmission LLC  ) Case No. 18-1658-PL-AEC 
for Approval of Agreements ) 

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF CUSTOMER AGREEMENTS 

Pursuant to R.C. 4905.31, North Coast Gas Transmission LLC (“North Coast”) 

respectfully requests approval of a natural gas transportation service agreement and amendments 

to other existing natural gas transportation service agreements. In support of this application 

North Coast states as follows: 

1. The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (the “Commission”) previously 

authorized North Coast to operate as an intrastate pipeline company in Case No. 04-265-PL-

ATA.  As an intrastate pipeline company subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction. North Coast 

owns and operates a series of pipelines in the northern portion of Ohio, including the Toledo-

Marion 6-inch Pipeline, the Buckeye 425 Pipeline, the Buckeye 10-inch Pipeline, the Ashland 8-

inch Pipeline, and the Parma Expansion 10-inch Pipeline (collectively, the “NCGT System”).

2. North Coast has recently entered into amendments of certain agreements 

previously approved by the Commission and also entered into a new agreement for 

transportation service.  Those amendments and agreement are:

a. Amendment to Orwell Natural Gas Company Natural Gas Service Agreement to 

provide gas balancing services (“Orwell Amendment”);

b. Third Amendment to Columbia Gas of Ohio Gas Transportation Agreement 

30014-A (“Columbia Parma”);

c. Second Amendment to Columbia Gas of Ohio Gas Transportation Agreement 

30013-A (“Columbia Hinckley”);



d. First Amendment to Columbia Gas of Ohio Gas Transportation Agreement 30015 

(“Columbia Findlay”); and

e. Columbia Gas of Ohio Gas Transportation Agreement (“Columbia Toledo”)

Orwell Amendment 

3. On August 23, 2004, North Coast and Orwell Natural Gas Company (“Orwell”) 

entered into a natural gas service agreement for interruptible delivery service (the “Orwell 

Agreement”). The Orwell Agreement was subsequently amended on April 20, 2005, October 10, 

2006, August 7, 2008, and June 8, 2010. The Orwell Agreement and these four amendments 

were approved by the Commission’s Finding and Order dated December 8, 2010 in Case No. 10- 

2535-PL-AEC. By amendments dated May 29, 2012, September 30, 2013, November 10, 2015 

and October 19, 2016 the parties extended the Orwell Agreement and restated other terms 

previously approved by the Commission.

4. On December 4, 2015, North Coast filed an application for approval of an 

amendment to the Orwell Agreement to provide monthly gas balancing services effective 

November 1, 2015. This application was approved by the Commission in Case No. 15-1997-

PLAEC on June 1, 2016.

5. On October 19, 2016, North Coast filed an application with the Commission for 

approval of an amendment of the Orwell Agreement to further address monthly gas balancing 

services. The Commission approved that application in Case No. 16-2046-PL-AEC on March 28, 

2018.

6. On August 30, 2017, North Coast and Orwell again agreed to amend the Orwell 

Agreement to address monthly gas balancing services. North Coast filed an application with the 

Commission in Case No. 17-1911-PL-AEC which was approved on March 28, 2018.



7. On April 3, 2018, North Coast and Orwell executed an additional amendment to 

the Orwell Agreement.  North Coast filed an application with the Commission in Case No. 18-

0781-PL-AEC which was approved on May 30, 2018.

8. On October 10, 2018, North Coast and Orwell agreed to amend the Orwell 

Agreement (the “Orwell Amendment’”) to address gas balancing services.  Orwell requested that 

North Coast provide gas balancing services to provide flexibility to Orwell with its daily 

nominations to the NCGT System.

9. Effective November 1, 2018, the Orwell Amendment (i) extended the term of the 

Orwell Agreement to be effective from November 1, 2018 through March 31, 2019; (ii) provided 

a maximum monthly quantity; (iii) provided a maximum daily quantity; (iv) provided a 

balancing rate; (v) provided a monthly charge equal to the balancing rate multiplied by the 

maximum monthly quantity; and (vi) set forth other terms regarding North Coast’s provision of 

gas balancing services while leaving the remaining terms and conditions of the agreement 

unchanged.  The gas balancing Orwell Amendment is attached hereto as Attachment A.

10. The attached gas balancing Orwell Amendment is between North Coast and a 

shipper who needs transport and natural gas balancing services. The Orwell Amendment 

contains information that is proprietary and should not be disclosed to the public. Although any 

rates and volumes in the Orwell Amendment have been redacted, they have been submitted 

under seal to the Commission and its Staff for review in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-

1-24(D).

11. A motion for a protective order seeking protection of the Orwell Amendment’s 

rates and volumes was filed simultaneously with this Application.



12. North Coast submits that the Orwell Amendment attached hereto as Attachment A 

is a reasonable arrangement, is in the public interest, and should be approved pursuant to R.C. 

4905.31.

Columbia Parma 

13. On June 23, 2008, North Coast entered into a natural gas transportation service 

contract with Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. (“Columbia”).  Columbia is a public utility/natural gas 

company subject to the jurisdiction of this Commission.  This contract obligates the parties to 

operate their respective systems so as to increase the pipeline capacity available to the Parma, 

Ohio area, which had experienced capacity constraints. 

14. The agreement (“Columbia Parma”) established a pathway, allowing natural gas 

to be transported from an interstate pipeline at Maumee, Ohio, through NCGT’s System to 

Columbia’s distribution system serving the Parma area. This intrastate transport pathway 

increased the capacity to Parma during the winter and summer seasons. The Commission 

approved the Columbia Parma agreement in 2009.  In the Matter of the Application of North 

Coast Gas Transmission LLC for Approval of Contracts with The East Ohio Gas Company dba 

Dominion East Ohio, and Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. that will Allow the Operation of Lines in 

Connection with Each Other Pursuant to Section 4905.48(A), Revised Code, Case No. 09-564-

GA-ATR, Entry (September 9, 2009). 

15. On July 24, 2013, North Coast and Columbia entered into a First Amendment of 

the Columbia Parma agreement. This First Amendment of the Columbia Parma agreement 

contained modifications addressing (a) the addition of secondary receipt points on the Dominion 

System; (b) the clarification and terms regarding deliveries to the secondary delivery points; (c) 

the acknowledgement of Columbia’s use of the contracted capacity for its peaking service; (d) 



the commencement of the term in November 2014 with continuation to 2018, with year-to-year 

renewals afterward; (e) the establishment of a second shrinkage rate for quantities received at the 

secondary receipt point; and (f) other assorted minor revisions. 

16. On October 23, 2013, North Coast entered into a letter agreement with Columbia, 

which modified paragraph 1.5 of the First Amendment to the June 23, 2008 Columbia Parma 

agreement. This modification adjusted the specific months in the summer period and in the 4 

winter period for usage of the secondary receipt points, correcting the language in the First 

Amendment. 

17. On March 19, 2014, the Commission approved the First Amendment of the 

Columbia Parma agreement, and the letter agreement by and between North Coast and Columbia 

dated October 23, 2013. See, In the Matter of the Application of North Coast Gas dated 

September 4, 2013. Transmission LLC for Approval of Amendments to Existing Natural Gas 

Transportation Service Contracts, Case No. 14-0158-PL-AEC, Finding and Order (March 19, 

2014). 

18. On February 10, 2015, North Coast and Columbia entered into a second letter 

agreement amending the Columbia Parma agreement and the First Amendment. This second 

letter agreement modifies Exhibit B to address (i) an additional secondary delivery point known 

as the Rolling Hills Interconnect, (ii) terms regarding the volumes delivered to the Rolling Hills 

Interconnect, and (iii) the inclusion of a volumetric surcharge in the rate that will be assessed to 

any nominated volume to the Rolling Hills Interconnect. 

19. The Commission approved the second letter agreement on June 1, 2016 in Case 

No. 15-1997-PL-AEC. 



20. On October 17, 2018, North Coast and Columbia entered into a Third 

Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement amending the term of the agreement to 

November 1, 2018 through October 31, 2025, and making modifications to paragraph 1.5 

relating to clarification of terms regarding redelivery to the secondary delivery point during 

winter months and the right for Columbia to receive gas from the secondary receipt point during 

summer months.  The Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement is attached hereto as 

Attachment B. 

21. The services purchased via Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement 

are in the nature of wholesale services because Columbia conducts the retail natural gas sales. 

22. North Coast has filed the above-described Third Amendment to the Columbia 

Parma agreement for public review, except terms related to the volumes, shrinkage factors, and 

rates charged have been redacted for competitive reasons. The Third Amendment to the 

Columbia Parma agreement is with a wholesale shipper engaged in retail natural gas sales, and 

thus the amount of capacity, shrinkage factors, and the price are proprietary information which 

should not be disclosed to the public. Although the price. shrinkage factor, and volume terms 

have been redacted from the Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement, they have 

provided to the Commission and its Staff for review in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-

24(D). 

23. A motion for a protective order seeking protection of the rate, volume, and 

shrinkage factor terms in the Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement was filed 

simultaneously with this application for approval.



24. North Coast submits that the Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma 

agreement attached hereto as Attachment B is a reasonable arrangement, is in the public interest, 

and should be approved pursuant to R.C. 4905.31.

Columbia Hinckley 

25. On March 24, 2008, North Coast and Columbia entered into a natural gas 

transportation service agreement so that North Coast could transport natural gas for Columbia 

from Cygnet, Ohio, to five specified delivery points in northern Ohio, as set forth in the 

agreement ("Columbia Hinckley" agreement). The Commission approved the Columbia 

Hinckley agreement in 2008. See, In the Matter of the Application of North Coast Gas 

Transmission LLC for Approval of Two New Contracts and Amendments to Four Existing 

Contracts, Case No. 08- 1 164-PL-AEC, Finding and Order (October 29, 2008). 

26. On July 24, 2013, North Coast and Columbia entered into a First Amendment to 

the Columbia Hinckley agreement.  The First Amendment modified Sections 1.10, 3.1, 5.4, 7.1, 

9.1, 9.11, 9.12, and Exhibit B of the original contract. In particular, those modifications address: 

(a) addition of secondary delivery points, which provides more flexibility; (b) extension of the 

contract term to 2018, with year-to-year renewals afterward; (c) acknowledgement of 

Columbia’s use of the contracted capacity for its peaking service; (d) early termination if there is 

a change in the lease status of North Coast’s Buckeye 425 Pipeline; (e) reduction in the 

maximum daily quantity at the primary delivery point; and (f) other assorted minor revisions. 

27. The First Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley agreement was approved by the 

Commission March 19, 2014 in Case No. 14-0158-PL-AEC. 

28. On October 17, 2018, North Coast and Columbia entered into a Second 

Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley agreement amending the primary service term to run 



from November 1, 2018 to October 31, 2025, and making clarifications to sections 3.1, 5.4, 6.1 

and 6, 9.11 and 9.12, and Exhibit B.  The Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley 

agreement is attached hereto as Attachment C.  

29. The services purchased via the Columbia Hinckley agreement are in the nature of 

wholesale services because Columbia conducts the retail natural gas sales. 

30. North Coast has filed the above-described Second Amendment to the Columbia 

Hinckley agreement for public review, except terms related to the volumes, shrinkage factors, 

and rates charged have been redacted for competitive reasons. The Second Amendment to the 

Columbia Hinckley agreement is with a wholesale shipper engaged in retail natural gas sales, 

and thus the amount of capacity, shrinkage factor, and the price are proprietary information 

which should not be disclosed to the public. Although the price, shrinkage factor, and volume 

terms have been redacted from the Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley agreement, 

they have provided to the Commission and its Staff for review in accordance with Ohio 

Adm.Code 4901-1-24(D). 

31. A motion for a protective order seeking protection of the rate, volume, and 

shrinkage factor terms in the Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley agreement was filed 

simultaneously with this application for approval.

32. North Coast submits that the Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley 

agreement attached hereto as Attachment C is a reasonable arrangement, is in the public interest, 

and should be approved pursuant to R.C. 4905.31.



Columbia Findlay 

33. On November 21, 2016, North Coast and Columbia entered into a Natural Gas 

Transportation Service Agreement which became effective December 1, 2016 (“Columbia 

Findlay” agreement).   

34. Columbia desired to utilize North Coast’s pipeline for the transportation of natural 

gas within Ohio and North Coast agreed to provide such transportation for Columbia, as set for 

in the Columbia Findlay agreement. 

35. On October 17, 2018, North Coast and Columbia entered into a First Amendment 

to the Columbia Findlay agreement amending the primary service term to run from November 1, 

2018 to October 31, 2025, and making clarifications to sections 2.1, 3.1, 5.4, and Exhibit B.  The 

Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley agreement is attached hereto as Attachment D 

and applies to service commencing December 1, 2018. 

36. North Coast has filed the above-described First Amendment to the Columbia 

Findlay agreement for public review, except terms related to the volumes, shrinkage factor, and 

rates charged have been redacted for competitive reasons. The First Amendment to the Columbia 

Findlay agreement is with a wholesale shipper engaged in retail natural gas sales, and thus the 

amount of capacity, shrinkage factor, and the price are proprietary information which should not 

be disclosed to the public. Although the price, shrinkage factor, and volume terms have been 

redacted from the First Amendment to the Columbia Findlay agreement, they have provided to 

the Commission and its Staff for review in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24(D). 

37. A motion for a protective order seeking protection of the rate, volume, and 

shrinkage factor terms in the First Amendment to the Columbia Findlay agreement was filed 

simultaneously with this application for approval.



38. North Coast submits that the First Amendment to the Columbia Findlay 

agreement is a reasonable arrangement attached hereto as Attachment D, is in the public interest, 

and should be approved pursuant to R.C. 4905.31.

Columbia Toledo 

39. On October 17, 2018, North Coast and Columbia entered into a Natural Gas 

Transportation Service Agreement which became effective November 1, 2018 and starts as of the 

service period commencing December 1, 2018.  

40. Columbia desires to utilize North Coast’s pipeline for the transportation of natural 

gas within Ohio and North Coast has agreed to provide such transportation for Columbia subject 

to the terms and conditions attached to the Natural Gas Transportation Service Agreement 

attached as Attachment E (the “Columbia Toledo” agreement). 

41. Under the Columbia Toledo agreement, the primary receipt point will be the 

interconnection between the facilities of Crossroads Pipeline Company and North Coast 

commonly known as Cygnet. The primary delivery point will be the interconnection between the 

facilities of North Coast and Columbia commonly known as Toledo. The service period will be 

from December 1, 2018 through February 28, 2019. 

42. The Columbia Toledo agreement contains information that is proprietary and 

should not be disclosed to the public.  Rates, shrinkage factor and volumes have been redacted 

from the public version of the Columbia Toledo agreement and have been submitted under seal 

for Staff review in accordance with Ohio Adm.Code 4901-1-24(D).  

43. A motion for a protective order seeking protection of the rates, shrinkage factor 

and volumes, were filed simultaneously with this application.  



44. North Coast submits that the Columbia Toledo agreement attached hereto as 

Attachment E is a reasonable arrangement, in the public interest, and should be approved 

pursuant to R.C. 4905.31. 

In conclusion, North Coast respectfully submits the amendments and the Columbia 

Toledo agreement for approval.  North Coast notes that the Orwell Amendment and the 

Columbia Parma and Columbia Hinckley agreements were executed in late October and became 

effective November 1, 2018, and that filings were not able to be made with the Commission prior 

to the November 1, 2018 date due to the press of other business matters.  However, first billing 

under all three agreements will occur after the date of this filing.  The service periods for the 

Columbia Toledo and Columbia Findlay agreements do not take effect until December 1, 2018, 

although the contracts are effective November 1, 2018.    



WHEREFORE, pursuant to Section 4905.31 of the Revised Code, North Coast 

respectfully requests that the Commission approve (i) Orwell Amendment attached as 

Attachment A to this application; (ii) Third Amendment to the Columbia Parma agreement 

attached as Attachment B to this application; (iii) Second Amendment to the Columbia Hinckley 

agreement attached as Attachment C to this application; (iv) First Amendment to the Columbia 

Findlay agreement attached as Attachment D to this application; and (v) Columbia Toledo 

agreement attached as Attachment E to this application.   

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Michael J. Settineri 
Michael J. Settineri (0073369), Counsel of Record  
MacDonald W. Taylor (0086959)  
VORYS, SATER, SEYMOUR AND PEASE LLP  
52 East Gay Street  
P.O. Box 1008  
Columbus, Ohio 43216-1008  
Tel: (614) 464-5462  
Fax: (614) 719-5146  
mjsettineri@vorys.com
mwtaylor@vorys.com

Attorneys for North Coast Gas Transmission LLC 
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